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The near proton drip-line nucleus 126Pr was studied via in-beam g-ray spectroscopy using the 40Ca
192Mo reaction at 190 MeV. We observed for the first time excited states above the known isomer in this
nucleus, up to spin 31\ . The observed band is assigned to a ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration and is discussed in the
framework of the interacting boson-fermion-fermion model. The calculations and the experimental information
suggest a spin 81 for the lowest observed state. With such a spin assignment the moment of inertia of 126Pr
gets larger than in the heavier Pr isotopes, suggesting a sudden change in deformation close to the proton drip
line.
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Very recently, the proton radioactivity from 131Eu and
141Ho has been identified @1# and the decay rate deviates
significantly from calculations assuming spherical configura-
tions, thus indicating the onset of large deformations in the
drip line nuclei below Z569. Predictions by the
microscopic-macroscopic mass model @2# and by relativistic
mean field calculations @3# support these experimental results
and suggest the position of the proton drip line. The lifetimes
of the proton-decaying isomers are extremely sensitive to the
orbital angular momentum l of the emitted proton and can
vary over several orders of magnitude when changing the
angular momentum of the occupied orbital. The position of
certain orbitals at the Fermi surface depends strongly on the
b2 deformation @4#. It is therefore very important to deter-
mine the quadrupole deformation of the nuclei at and beyond
the proton drip line, in order to locate the orbitals close to the
Fermi surface and to estimate the lifetime of the isomers,
which is essential when looking for new proton emitters. The
deformation of the nuclei at the proton drip line in the A
5130 mass region can be experimentally tested by compar-
ing the lifetimes of proton emitters with theoretical predic-
tions and by investigating the level structure of particle
bound nuclei close to the drip line. For Z559 the proton drip
line is predicted to correspond to the isotopes 124Pr @3#, while
the lighter, 123Pr nucleus lies on the line defined by the
known proton emitters in a N-Z map @5#. The lightest Pr
nucleus for which spectroscopic information has been pub-
lished is 127Pr @6#, while the lightest odd-odd Pr nucleus with
known excited states is 128Pr @7#.
In order to investigate the variation of the deformation
when approaching the proton drip-line, we have studied the
126Pr nucleus in an experiment performed with the GASP
array @8#. The level structure of 126Pr was not known before0556-2813/2001/64~4!/044303~11!/$20.00 64 0443our experiment. The only information reported previously
came from three b-decay studies by Nitschke et al. @9#, Bar-
ne´oud et al. @10#, and Osa et al. @11#. From these b-decay
studies it was concluded that the isomer which decays by
b1/EC to excited states in 126Ce has a half-life of 3.14~22!
sec @11# and spin I>(5,6) @10#.
We have observed for the first time, in the experiment
presented in this paper, excited states in the 126Pr nucleus;
they are members of a strongly coupled band with a probable
ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration. We also observed a double de-
coupled band belonging to either 125Pr or 126Pr. These re-
sults, including the level schemes, have been already pre-
sented at various conferences @12,13#. Very recently, a paper
presenting the same rotational bands observed in our experi-
ment and assigned to 126Pr has appeared @14#, in which also
the ph11/2^ nh11/2 band of 128Pr is discussed. We like to
mention here that, due to the superior performances of our
setup in the low-energy range, we observed low energy tran-
sitions at the bottom of all three bands reported in Ref. @14#.
In the present paper we will discuss only the ph11/2
^ nh11/2 band firmly assigned to 126Pr. The observed doubly
decoupled band, tentatively assigned to 126Pr in Ref. @14#
was too weakly populated and could not be firmly assigned
to a specific Pr nucleus.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We populated high-spin states in 126Pr using the 40Ca
192Mo reaction, with a 40Ca beam of 5 pnA intensity and an
energy of 190 MeV. The beam was provided by the XTU
Tandem accelerator of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro.
The target was a self-supporting 92Mo foil with a thickness
of 0.5 mg/cm2. The experimental setup consisted of the
GASP array for g-ray detection, the ISIS ball for charged
particle detection @15# and the recoil mass spectrometer
~RMS! CAMEL for mass identification @16#. The GASP ar-©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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element BGO ball was used for a gn coincidence measure-
ment. The experimental arrangement in GASP has been
carefully prepared, in order to minimize the absorbtion of the
low-energy x rays. Improvements in the Ge detector perfor-
mances by replacing the standard preamplifiers with new
ones, and the tuning of the signal processing electronics to
maximize the detector efficiency in the energy range below
50 keV increased the coincidence rate between the x and g
rays. Light charged particles (p , d , t , and a particles! were
detected with the ISIS ball, which is composed of 40 DE
2E Si telescopes. The recoiling nuclei leaving the target foil
were focused through the r.m.s. to the parallel plate ava-
lanche counter ~PPAC! mounted at the focal plane, which
provided the mass identification ~via A/q) of the spatially
separated recoil nuclei. Events were written on tape when
two or more Ge detectors fired in coincidence with at least
two BGO detectors. A total of 3.53109 Compton-suppressed
events have been collected, out of which 26.23106 were in
coincidence with the PPAC signals.
The 126Pr nucleus was populated via the apn channel.
The charged particles from each event were identified mainly
as protons and a particles and their energy measured. The
events were then sorted according to the number of charged
particle detectors that fired in coincidence. For each charged-
particle combination, i.e., 1p , 2p , 3p , 4p , ap , a2p ,
2a , 2ap , Eg-Eg , and Eg-Eg-Eg matrices were produced
off-line for further analysis. The level structure of 126Pr has
been derived from the analysis of the ap-gated data.
III. RESULTS
The results of our in-beam measurements give the first
experimental evidence of excited states above the known iso-
mer in 126Pr @12,13#. The coincidence spectrum of a new
band assigned to 126Pr is given in Fig. 1. It was obtained
from the ap-matrix by summing the gates on two clean
g-rays ~105 and 143 keV!. The assignment of the observed
g-ray cascade to the 126Pr residual nucleus was done using
the following procedure. The use of RMS enabled the selec-
tion of the recoiling evaporation residues as a function of
their mass-to-charge ratio (A/q). The charge-state ambiguity
which remained due to similar A/q ratios for A and A24
nuclei with charge-state q and q21 @e.g., A/q5130/30
’(A24)/(q21)5126/29’4] have been removed by
means of the coincidence with charged particles detected in
the ISIS ball. The isotopes with different nuclear charge Z
contributing to a given A/q detected at the focal plane of
r.m.s. have been distinguished by means of the coincidence x
rays as measured by the GASP detectors. The selection with
respect to the number and type of evaporated charged par-
ticles performed with ISIS was also used to improve the
g-ray resolution by a kinematic correction ~through the re-
construction of the recoil direction using the detection of
charged particles in ISIS!.
When applying the above procedure to the case of 126Pr,
we first observe that the clean spectrum shown in Fig. 1
contains the Ka and Kb x rays of the Pr isotope. An expan-
sion of the low-energy part of the spectrum is given in Fig. 2,04430where properly normalized spectra of 125La and 126Ce are
superposed for comparison. As one can see, the optimum
resolution of the GASP array in the low-energy region en-
abled the separation of peaks differing by about 1 keV, al-
FIG. 1. Coincidence gg spectrum obtained from the ap matrix
by summing the gates on the 105 and 143 keV transitions.
FIG. 2. A superposition of the low-energy part of the spectra in
coincidence with clean g rays of 125La, 126Ce, and 126Pr, which
shows the good separation of the x rays belonging to different iso-
topes.3-2
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Another indication that the observed band belongs to a Pr
nucleus, was obtained by comparing spectra generated by
gating on the same 105 and 143 keV transitions on matrices
in coincidence with different combinations of charged par-
ticles detected in the ISIS ball: the spectrum obtained from
the ap matrix was not present in the matrices in coincidence
with more than one a particle and/or one proton, indicating
the parentage with a Pr nucleus. The mass number of the Pr
nucleus to which the observed band belongs was determined
using the mass separation produced at the focal plane of
r.m.s. As one can see in Fig. 3, from the high yield of the
PPAC in coincidence with g rays detected in GASP ~projec-
tion on the x axis!, only a few counts remains when gating on
the clean 105 and 143 keV g rays of the observed band.
Almost all counts are concentrated at the three charge-state
positions where the A5126 recoils are focused, indicating
that the Pr recoils have mass 126.
The decay scheme of 126Pr resulting from the present
analysis is shown in Fig. 4. Information about the transition
intensities and the DCO ratios are given in Table I. The spins
of the new levels have been inferred ~when possible! from a
FIG. 3. Spectra from the PPAC detector mounted at the focal
plane of the recoil mass spectrometer, projected on the horizontal
direction. The upper spectrum is in coincidence with clean g rays
assigned to 126Pr, while the lower one is in coincidence with all g
rays detected by GASP. The peaks are marked with the mass num-
ber and the charge state of the recoiling nuclei.04430directional correlation orientation ~DCO! analysis as de-
scribed, e.g., in Ref. @17#.
For the low-energy transitions of 68, 105, and 143 keV,
information on their electric or magnetic character, as well as
the multipole order, could be derived from intensity balance
consideration. By gating from above ~for example, the 168
keV transition! the total intensity of two consecutive transi-
tions ~143 and 105 keV! must be the same. By correcting the
gamma intensity, observed in this gated spectrum, with the
corresponding conversion coefficent for electric or magnetic
character and for multipole order up to three, only the com-
bination M1-M1 gives the same total intensity for both tran-
sitions. This analysis has been done by gating on the 168 and
143 keV transitions, allowing us to assign firm M1 character
to the three low-energy transitions of the level scheme of
Fig. 4.
For the spin assignment, the assumption has been made
that the band-head has spin parity 81. The arguments for this
assignment are given in the discussion below.
FIG. 4. Level scheme of 126Pr deduced from the present work.
The transition intensities are proportional to the width of the ar-
rows.3-3
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A. Band properties and assignment
In order to assign the band to a specific configuration, we
have drawn various physical quantities extracted from the
experimental data for the lightest odd-odd Pr nuclei, such as
the dynamical moments of inertia ~Fig. 5!, single-particle
alignments ~Fig. 6!, the ratios of reduced transition probabili-
ties B(M1)/B(E2) ~Fig. 7!. They all indicate that the behav-
ior of the band observed in 126Pr is very similar to the
TABLE I. g-ray energies, intensities, DCO ratios, and assign-
ment for transitions in 126Pr.
Eg ~keV!
Transition
intensitiesa DCO ratios
Assignmentb
I i
p→I fp
68.2 20~2! 1.1~4!c 91→81
105.4 42~4! 1.06~28!c 101→91
143.2 40~2! 0.51~11!d 111→101
167.7 38~2! 0.62~3!d 121→111
210.9 27.5~9! 0.63~35!d 131→121
225.7 23~0.8! 0.52~4!d 141→131
248.6 8~4! 111→91
274.1 17.6~7! 0.57~12!d 151→141
284.1 12.1~6! 1.08~61!c 161→151
310.9 15~3! 121→101
328.1 9.5~5! 171→161
343.8 7.9~4! 181→171
369.4 7.2~8! 191→181
378.4 17~1! 131→111
399.1 6.5~4! 211→201
403.4 4.8~4! 201→191
421.7 3.8~4! 231→221
436.3 22~0.9! 141→121
464.0 4.2~4! 221→211
499.9 21~0.8! 1.06~35!d 151→131
558.3 29~0.9! 161→141
612.4 22~5! 171→151
671.7 21~2! 181→161
713.4 19~1! 191→171
802.8 19~1! 211→191
863.0 12~0.7! 221→201
885.5 15~0.9! 231→211
948.6 8.2~6! 241→221
968.5 10~0.7! 251→231
1037.9 7.7~8! 261→241
1056.1 9.5~8! 271→251
1138 3.7~6! (281)→261
1149 4.8~6! (291)→271
1240 5.2~7! (311)→(291)
1246 2.6~6! (301)→(281)
aRelative intensities corrected for efficiency. The transition intensi-
ties were obtained from a combination of total projection and gated
spectra.
bThe tentative spin parity of the states are given in parentheses.
cGated by a ‘‘stretched’’ dipole transition.
dGated by a ‘‘stretched’’ quadrupole transition.04430ph11/2^ nh11/2 bands of the heavier odd-odd Pr nuclei. We
therefore assigned a ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration to the band
of 126Pr. As one can see in Fig. 5, the dynamical moment of
inertia of the 130Pr, 128Pr, and 126Pr nuclei exhibit a pertur-
bation at a rotational frequency \v’0.45 MeV, which is
smoother in 126Pr than in the heavier nuclei; furthermore, in
the unperturbed region (\v<0.4 MeV) an increase of J (2)
with decreasing neutron number is observed, which can be
considered as an indication that the deformation increases
when approaching the proton drip line. Note also that the J (2)
values of 126Pr are closer to 128Pr than to 130Pr, suggesting a
closer resemblance between 126Pr and 128Pr. The dynamical
moments of inertia are independent of spin, and therefore do
not change when changing the spin assignment to the band.
This is not the case for the single-particle alignments, which
depend on both the core parameters and the spin assign-
ments. The J (2) values in the unperturbed low-frequency re-
gion are ;30\2 MeV21 for 126Pr and 128Pr, and
;20\2 MeV21 for 130Pr. These are the values used to ex-
tract the single-particle alignments drawn in Fig. 6. All three
nuclei have similar aligned spins of around 7\ and present a
crossing at a rotational frequency of around 0.45 MeV, which
becomes smoother with decreasing neutron number. Note
that the spins of 128Pr have been changed by 61\ with
respect to Ref. @7#. This spin change was imposed by the
signature splitting of the ph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in the se-
quence of odd-odd Pr nuclei from 136Pr to 126Pr ~see Fig. 8!.
The signature splitting of 126Pr is in phase with those of the
heavier Pr nuclei if one assigns either spin 81 or 61 to the
lowest observed state. One would prefer the 81 assignment
for two reasons: ~i! a single-particle alignment similar to the
other odd-odd Pr nuclei, which in the case of 61 assignment
would be 2\ less for 126Pr than for 128Pr and 130Pr ~see Fig.
FIG. 5. Dynamical moments of inertia for the ph11/2^ nh11/2
bands of 126Pr, 128Pr, and 130Pr. The two signatures a50 and a
51 of each band are represented with open and closed symbols,
respectively.3-4
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point is better satisfied for the 81 assignment than for the 61
one, since in the latter case the signature inversion for 128Pr
and 126Pr occurs at spins which are equal or smaller by one
unit, respectively, with respect to 130Pr. The 81 spin assign-
ment is also supported by the ratios of the reduced transition
probabilities shown in Fig. 7, which show smaller values for
126Pr with respect to 130Pr. One can speculate that the
smaller B(M1)/B(E2) values of 126Pr are due to the larger
FIG. 6. Single particle alignments for the ph11/2^ nh11/2 bands
of 126Pr, 128Pr, and 130Pr. The parameters of the reference core are
J0530\2 MeV21,J150\4 MeV23 for 126Pr and 128Pr, and J0
520\2 MeV21,J1520\4 MeV23 for 130Pr. The band-head spins
are 81 for 126Pr, 91 for 128Pr, and 71 for 130Pr. The two signatures
a50 and a51 of each band are represented with open and closed
symbols, respectively.
FIG. 7. Experimental branching ratios for the band observed in
126Pr. For comparison, we also show the branching ratios of the
ph11/2^ nh11/2 band of 130Pr.04430deformation, being the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios proportional to
1/Q02. However, there is a problem with the 81 spin assign-
ment: the systematics of the low-lying states in the odd-odd
Pr nuclei shown in Fig. 9. For spin 61 one obtains a smooth
decrease of the excitation energies when going towards
lighter isotopes, which is due to the predicted increase in
deformation when reducing the neutron number. For spin 81
one obtains instead a sudden decrease in excitation energy
FIG. 8. Signature splitting of odd-odd Pr nuclei assuming spin
81 for the band head in 126Pr. The arrows indicate the signature
inversion points.
FIG. 9. Systematics of low-lying states in odd-odd Pr nuclei for
spin 61 ~left panel! and 81 ~right panel!. Note that the spins as-
signed to 128Pr are as indicated in Fig. 8.3-5
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126Pr. Is there any reason to have a sudden increase in de-
formation for 128Pr, which would explain the decrease of the
excitation energies for the 81 assignment? We believe that
the answer to this question is not straightforward and an
experimental measurement to establish the spin of the lowest
observed state in 126Pr is needed.
B. Interacting boson-fermion-fermion model analysis
of the level structure of 126Pr
The level structure of 59
126Pr67 is analyzed in the frame-
work of the interacting boson fermion fermion model
~IBFFM! @18#. A consistent procedure is employed which
includes the analysis of the even-even and odd-even neigh-
bors of 126Pr. Positive-parity bands based on the proton h11/2
and neutron h11/2 and f 7/2 configurations are calculated. We
included in the calculations only the f 7/2 configuration in-
truding from above the N582 shell closure, being aware that
at large deformation the f 7/2 and h9/2 orbitals are mixed. The
reason is that the energy of the h11/2 states have nondiagonal
contributions through the Y 2 operator which are large for the
non-spin-flip matrix elements ^h11/2uY 2u f 7/2& and small for
the spin-flip matrix elements ^h11/2uY 2uh9/2&. We have there-
fore ignored the contribution from the h9/2 orbital.
The quasiparticle energies, occupation probabilities, and
boson-fermion interaction strengths were determined by the
interacting boson fermion model ~IBFM! @19,20# analysis of
FIG. 10. Experimental yrast sequence of the core nucleus 124Ce
compared with the result of the IBM calculation.04430negative parity states in 59
127Pr68 and 58
125Ce67 . Likewise, the
parameters which determine the structure of the positive par-
ity states in 126Pr based on the proton d5/2 , and g7/2 , and
neutron d3/2 , s1/2 , d5/2, and g7/2 configurations, result from
IBFM calculations of positive parity states in the odd-even
and even-odd neighbors. In this way most model parameters
are determined by the level structure of 59
127Pr68 and 58
125Ce67 ,
and only the effective residual interaction between the odd
proton and the odd neutron must be adjusted in order to
reproduce the 126Pr data. There could be, in addition, one or
two parameters which, although in principle determined by
the odd-A neighbors, have to be directly adjusted on the
odd-odd nucleus. This happens, for instance, when available
experimental data in the odd-A neighbors do not constrain
the values of certain parameters. As the large number of
bosons in the core nucleus 58
124Ce66 (N512) implies a very
large configuration space in the odd-odd nucleus, separate
calculations have to be performed for the two sets of positive
parity states based on the negative and on the positive parity
single-proton and single-neutron orbitals. This is possible be-
cause there is very little mixing between the structure built
on the negative parity orbitals (ph11/2 , nh11/2 , and n f 7/2)
and the states based on positive parity proton and neutron
orbitals. The experimental data, in fact, do not contain even
the information about their relative position. For the states
based on negative parity orbitals the calculation has been
performed in the full boson space. On the other hand, due to
the prohibitively large configuration space of states based on
positive parity orbitals, these structures have been calculated
in a truncated boson space. The Hamiltonian of the boson
core had been prediagonalized, and the fermion orbitals have
been coupled to the six lowest boson states of each angular
momentum. We have verified that the resulting spectra and
electromagnetic properties differ by no more than a few per-
cent from those calculated with a full boson space. The in-
teraction strength parameters used in the present analysis are
defined in Ref. @21#.
The core nucleus 124Ce follows the systematic trend of
the Ce isotopes. The heavier isotopes are g soft @O~6!-like in
the IBM terminology#, and the lighter ones are considerably
deformed, but they never reach the rigid rotor structure
which corresponds to the SU~3! limit of the IBM. The tran-
sition between these two structures occurs for 126Ce, and is
reflected in the dynamics of bands in the neighboring odd-
even and odd-odd nuclei. In contrast to the O~6!-like spectra
observed in the odd-odd isotopes 130,132Pr @22#, the structure
of 126Pr reflects the transitional SU~3!-O~6! nature of the
core nucleus 124Ce. In the interacting boson model ~IBM-1!
@23,24# this type of transition is described by the
Hamiltonian
H IBM52
a
10 QQ1
b
10 LL . ~1!
The transition is determined by the value of the parameter x
in the quadrupole boson operator @23,24#. The limiting cases
are x50, which corresponds to the O~6! limit of the IBM-1,
and x52A7/2, which describes a prolate shape in the SU~3!
dynamical symmetry limit. The spectrum of 124Ce, displayed
in Fig. 10, is calculated with a50.19 MeV, b3-6
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the IBF model.50.13 MeV, and x521.0. The calculated spectrum is in
good agreement with the experimental data up to angular
momentum I510. The yrast states above I510 should be
based on two-quasiparticle configurations, either two-proton
states or two-neutron states coupled to the boson core. These
states are not included in the model space of the present
analysis. The same values of the parameters of the boson
Hamiltonian are used in the IBFM calculations of 59
125Pr66 and
58
125Ce67 , and in the IBFFM analysis of 126Pr. In addition, the
value x521.0 is also used in the boson operator of the
fermion-boson quadrupole interaction, as well as in the E2
boson operator. The boson vibrational charge ~defined in Ref.
@25#! evib50.95 is obtained from the value that has been used
in the calculation of 130,132Pr in Ref. @22#, by scaling with the
square root of the boson number. The standard value gR
5Z/A is used for the gyromagnetic ratio gR .
In the IBFM analysis of the odd-N nucleus 58
125Ce67 the
following neutron quasiparticle energies « and occupation
probabilities y2 have been used: «(nh11/2)51.32 MeV,
«(ns1/2)51.49 MeV, «(nd5/2)51.52 MeV, «(ng7/2)
51.63 MeV, «(nd3/2)51.64 MeV, y2(nh11/2)50.40,
y2(ns1/2)50.25, y2(nd5/2)50.76, y2(ng7/2)50.80,
y2(nd3/2)50.19. These values result from a BCS calculation
with the particle energies taken from Ref. @26# for N569,04430and G523/A MeV for the strength of the pairing interac-
tion. The same set of quasiparticle energies was also used in
the IBFFM calculation of 124Cs @27#. In addition, in the
present calculation we have included the n f 7/2 orbital from
the shell above, with «(n f 7/2)55.32 MeV,y2(n f 7/2)50.01.
The strength parameters of the boson-fermion interaction are
~all values in MeV!: A0
n50.12,G0
n50.4,L0
n54.0 for positive
parity states, and A0
n50.08,G0
n50.4,L0
n51.3 for states of
negative parity. For negative parity, the strength parameters
are similar to those of 131Ce @22#, and very close to the
values used for 123Xe and 124Cs @27#. The calculated spec-
trum of negative parity states is compared with experimental
data in Fig. 11~a!. Although the doublet structure of the band
based on 7/21
2 is slightly more pronounced in the experimen-
tal spectrum, an excellent agreement is found up to angular
momentum I527/22. The available data set on electromag-
netic properties in 125Ce @28# is very limited. We have used
the neutron gyromagnetic ratios gl
n50,gs
n50.5gsn ,free
521.913, and the standard effective neutron charge en
50.5 from Ref. @22#. The results of the present calculation
for positive parity states in 125Ce @Fig. 11~b!# support the
@402#5/21 assignment for the ground state band @28#. The
dominant spherical configuration is ng7/2 , with a significant3-7
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of 127Pr. For description see the text.admixture of nd5/2 components. The contribution of nd5/2
gets larger with increasing angular momentum in the band.
Unfortunately, the very limited experimental data on positive
parity states in 125Ce do not allow a precise determination of
the boson-fermion interaction strengths. The values of the
boson-proton interaction strengths should be, in principle,
determined by the spectrum of the odd-Z nucleus 59
125Pr66 .
However, no experimental data are available at present and
we have, therefore, based our analysis on the heavier iso-
topes 127,129Pr. In the calculation of negative parity states the
occupation probability of the proton orbital is y2(ph11/2)
50.06 @22#, and the boson-fermion interaction strengths ~all
values in MeV!: G0
p50.25 and L0p53.0. These values have
also been employed in the calculation of 126Pr. The strength
parameter of the monopole interaction is, however, not
uniquely determined from the spectra of 127,129Pr. We have
analyzed two values A0
p50.14 MeV ~suitable for 127Pr) and
A0
p50.03 MeV ~the last value was also used in the calcula-
tion of 129Pr). In Fig. 12~a! the corresponding spectra are
denoted IBFM~a! and IBFM~b!, respectively. The calculated
bands are compared with the experimental band in 127Pr
based on 11/21
2
. The calculated spectra reflects a change of
deformation that is expected to occur close to the proton drip
line, being related to the transition in the core even-even
nuclei. In the following calculations we have employed A0
p
50.14 MeV, a value which is suitable for the expected
more deformed 125Pr. The values of the proton gyro-04430magnetic factors gl
p51.0, gs
p50.5, gsp ,free52.793, and the
standard proton charge ep51.0, are the same as those used
in Ref. @22#.
The experimental data on proton positive parity states in
127Pr are not sufficient to establish the absolute excitation
energies of the observed band with respect to the negative
parity band @6#. In our calculation of 126Pr we have, there-
fore, made a reasonable assumption that the quasiparticle
energy of ph11/2 is ’0.6 MeV above the pd5/2 quasiparticle
energy. With the occupation probabilities from Ref. @22#:
y2(pd5/2)50.40,y2(pg7/2)50.71, and by slightly increasing
the difference between quasiparticle energies «(pg7/2)
2«(pd5/2) from 0.18 to 0.4 MeV, a very good agreement
with the experimental data of 127Pr is obtained @Fig. 12~b!#.
The ground state band based on the pg7/2 and pd5/2 configu-
rations confirms the @411#3/21 assignment of Ref. @6# and is
in agreement with the systematics of odd-A Pr isotopes.
The deduced boson-fermion interaction strengths for
unique parity orbitals can be compared to the values in typi-
cal deformed nuclei in other parts of the chart of nuclides.
Instead of comparing A0 , G0, and L0, it is better to compare
the total interaction strengths A j , G j j , and L j j
j @29#. The
total monopole strength ~20.1! is equal in 129Pr, 151Pm @29#,
and 181Re @30#. The values of the total dynamical and ex-
change boson-proton interaction strengths are 20.53 and
21.02 in the present calculation, 21.25 and 25.48 in 151Pm
@29#, 0.43 ~positive sign is due to the holelike nature of the3-8
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interaction strengths the respective values are 20.19 and
21.88 in the present calculation and 20.32 and 24.33 in
181Os @30#. The absolute values differ due to different mo-
ments of inertia of the respective cores but a systematic be-
havior is preserved in all cases, the total strength of the ex-
change interaction is several times bigger than the total
strength of the dynamical interaction.
Very few parameters remain to be adjusted in the final
calculation of 126Pr. For the effective residual odd-proton–
odd-neutron interaction the spin-spin force has been used
with the strength Vss50.5 MeV. In order to reproduce the
change of signature pattern observed in the yrast sequence of
126Pr, an additional h term has been included in the boson
operator of the dynamical boson-fermion interaction. This
additional term and its polarization effects have been dis-
cussed in Ref. @31# for the spectra of 130,132Pr. In the present
calculation the parameter of the h term is 0.02 MeV.
In Fig. 13 the calculated high-spin band based on the
ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration is compared with the experi-
mental sequence of yrast states in 126Pr. The moment of
inertia and the observed staggering above spin I5181 ~Fig.
14! is well described by the model calculation. The results
shown in Figs. 13 and 14 are consistent with the 81 assign-
ment for the lowest observed level. In Table II we have com-
pared the calculated and experimental transition intensities
for this structure. An excellent agreement is found between
the experimental values and the theoretical predictions for
FIG. 13. The yrast sequence of high angular momentum positive
parity states based on the ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration is compared
with its experimental counterpart in 126Pr. The assignment for the
band head, i.e., the lowest observed state is 81.04430the electromagnetic transition properties of the yrast se-
quence. We notice that the calculation predicts a 71 state
based on the ph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration 12 keV below the
81 band-head state. This energy difference is too small to be
observed in experiment. On the other hand, the relative po-
sitions of the 71 and the 81 states can be influenced by
terms in the proton-neutron interaction that are not included
in the present calculation.
The calculated spectrum of states based on positive parity
proton and neutron configurations is shown in Fig. 15. As we
have emphasized above, the limited experimental informa-
tion on the odd-A neighbors does not allow a precise deter-
mination of relative excitation energies with respect to the
yrast ph11/2^ nh11/2 band. The results of the present calcula-
tion indicate that the observed (ph11/2^ nh11/2) 81 is not
the ground state. We suggest an excitation energy of
’400 keV, or lower, for this state. A higher excitation en-
ergy would imply a very weak transition to the 61
1 state
calculated at ’400 keV ~Fig. 15!, which has not been ob-
served in experiment. We conclude, therefore, that 81
1 is an
isomeric state. Consequently, the ground state must be based
on positive parity proton and neutron orbitals. The present
analysis, as well as the Gallagher-Moszkowsky rule, strongly
favors the state 11. The sequence displayed in Fig. 17 (11
ground state, followed by a doublet 01, 21) is very stable
for various choices of the residual proton-neutron interac-
tion. Nevertheless, there is a possibility that the ground state
FIG. 14. The IBFFM ~dashed line! and the experimental ~solid
line! @E(I)2E(I21)#/2I vs I plots for the ph11/2^ nh11/2 yrast
band in 126Pr. The state 81 is assigned to the band head.3-9
C. M. PETRACHE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 044303TABLE II. Electromagnetic transition properties of yrast states
in 126Pr. The first column identifies the transition by its initial and
final angular momentum and parity assignments. In the second and
third columns the theoretical B(E2) and B(M1) transition prob-
abilities are displayed, respectively. The experimental and IBFFM g
intensities are compared in the last two columns.
IBFFM Ig
Transition B(E2)(e2 b2) B(M1)(mN2 ) exp. IBFFM
911→811 0.4314 0.5942 100 100
101
1→911 0.3874 0.5006 100 100
101
1→811 0.2584 5
111
1→1011 0.3367 0.4538 100 100
111
1→911 0.3069 21 15
121
1→1111 0.2889 0.4214 100 100
121
1→1011 0.3466 28 35
131
1→1211 0.2458 0.4088 100 100
131
1→1111 0.3785 65 52
141
1→1311 0.2095 0.3896 100 100
141
1→1211 0.4021 96 97
1511→1411 0.1778 0.3931 84 91
1511→1311 0.4207 100 100
1611→1511 0.1519 0.3714 42 54
1611→1411 0.4316 100 100
171
1→1611 0.1291 0.3881 43 53
171
1→1511 0.4409 100 100
181
1→1711 0.1107 0.3540 37 35
181
1→1611 0.4413 100 100
1911→1811 0.0940 0.3882 38 35
1911→1711 0.4447 100 100
201
1→1911 0.0806 0.3309 25 26
201
1→1811 0.4457 100 100
211
1→2011 0.0683 0.3901 34 25
211
1→1911 0.4360 100 100
221
1→2111 0.0581 0.2979 35 22
221
1→2011 0.4171 100 100
231
1→2211 0.0490 0.3927 25 19
231
1→2111 0.4176 100 100
241
1→2311 0.0408 0.2526 18
241
1→2211 0.3872 100 100
2511→2411 0.0344 0.3929 15
2511→2311 0.3909 100 100
2611→2511 0.0273 0.1972 15
2611→2411 0.3471 100 100
271
1→2611 0.0235 0.3895 12
271
1→2511 0.3562 100 100
281
1→2711 0.0170 0.1393 11
281
1→2611 0.2970 100 100
2911→2811 0.0158 0.3849 9
2911→2711 0.3108 100 100
301
1→2911 0.0097 0.0910 9
301
1→2811 0.2377 100 100
311
1→3011 0.0107 0.3899 8
311
1→2911 0.2506 100 100044303is 01, or even 21.
The IBFFM analysis predicts the existence of another iso-
mer in 126Pr: 51 at ’150 keV excitation energy. Its iso-
meric character depends strongly on the choice of the proton-
neutron interaction. In the present calculation, 511 is below
41
1 ~Fig. 15!, and therefore it is an isomer with a possible g
decay to 21
1
. This transition is slow enough to allow for a b
decay that has been reported in Ref. @10#.
We have also analyzed the possibility that the band-head
of the high-spin band ph11/2^ nh11/2 is 61. We have used
A0
p50.03 MeV ~taken from the calculation of 129Pr) for the
strength of the monopole interaction, and slightly changed
the boson-neutron interaction to G0
n50.43 MeV and L0
n
51.55 MeV. In the dynamical boson-fermion interactionh
50 and, instead of the spin-spin force, a residual interaction
of tensor type has been used with the strength parameter
FIG. 15. The IBFFM prediction for low angular momentum
states in 126Pr. These states are based on positive parity proton and
neutron configurations.-10
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of inertia and signature splitting in the results of our calcu-
lations that gave band heads 81 and 61, respectively, we
notice that the agreement with experimental data is some-
what better for the 81 band head. Our calculations, however,
cannot exclude the 61 assignment for the lowest observed
state of the ph11/2^ nh11/2 is 61 structure.044303V. CONCLUSIONS
We observed for the first time excited states in the near
drip-line nucleus 126Pr, which form a regular rotational band
up to quite high spin. The observed level structures have
been discussed in the framework of the interacting boson-
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